
Palestinians on Palestinians 

 
“The Palestinian official's treatment in an Israeli hospital shows that the 
Palestinians themselves "are in a reality of full normalization with Israel."   
Nadim Koteich, Lebanese journalist, Asharq Al-Awsat, 27/10/2020 

“We are prepared to sacrifice... We will sacrifice our children”. 
Facebook page of Fatah Central Committee Secretary Jibril Rajoub,   
and Al-Mayadeen (Lebanon), 7/10/2020] 

“Palestinian leaders stole the aid sent to the Palestinian people and built 
mansions in Washington, Paris and London, while ignoring the suffering of their 
people."  Saudi political analyst Abdel Rahman Al-Mulhem, Al-Yaum, 
9/10/2020.

“Is there a Palestinian interest in referring negatively to the peace accords 
between Israel and the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain? There is a 
Palestinian need to return to reality. There is a Palestinian need to come to 
terms with the truth."  Khairallah Khairallah, Lebanese journalist and 
political commentator, al-Arabiya, 29/92020. 

“The Palestinians failed to establish their state. They failed because they did not 
want to establish a state”.  Khaled Abu Toameh. Gatestone Institute, 21/9/2020 

“Until recently, it was unimaginable to see Arabs openly admitting that they had 
been mistaken in their belief that Israel was the enemy of the Muslims and 
Arabs. Now, Arabs seem to have no problem saying that they were wrong all 
these years about their attitude toward Israel. These Arabs now are saying out 
loud that Iran and its proxies in the Arab world, and not Israel, are the real 
enemies of Arabs and Muslims”.    Khaled Abu Toameh, Gatestone 
Institute,17/9/2020 

“There is nothing that harms Palestine and its holy sites more than making an 
alliance with the Jews…. Normalisation with the Zionist entity is high treason”.                                                                                     
P.A Ministry of Religious Affairs, 16/9/2020 

"Times change, everything has changed, except for the Palestinian mood that 
rejects anything and everything."  Saudi writer Amal Abdel Aziz al-
Hazany, Asharq al-Awsat, 15/9/2020. 

"Palestinian leaders are the main cause for the suffering of their people. They 
have achieved nothing for the Palestinians. They only care about power and 
achieving personal and partisan gains at the expense of the Palestinian issue."  
Emirati political analyst Issa bin Arabi Albuflasah, Al Bayan, 12/9/2020   
(Khaled Abu Toameh, Gatestone Institute, 17/9/2020)  

 



"We were told that Israel's slogan was [to expand] 'From the Euphrates to the 
Nile.' Iran, however, does not hide its expansionist ideological trend, which it is 
already practicing through its militias in Lebanon, Iraq and Yemen. Turkey, on the 
other hand, is seeking to seize new sources of energy in Libya and has sights on 
Africa along the Red Sea. These developments prompted the moderate Arabs to 
start reconsidering previous their political positions."  Saudi writer Fahd al 
Degaither, Okaz, 14/9/2020. (Khaled Abu Toameh, Gatestone Institute) 
17/9/2020  

"The Palestinian issue concerns the Arab peoples who want a solution, but the 
leaders benefit from the status quo. These leaders benefit from the problems 
and suffering of their people. There is no solution under corrupt leaderships." 
Saudi writer Osama Yamani, Okaz, 11/9/2020  

"When I see the flag of my country being burned by some Palestinians because 
of the peace treaty with Israel – I apoogize to every Israeli man if I offended him 
in the past."  Dr Waseem Yousef, Emirati Academic, on Twitter, August 2020 
(Khaled Abu Toameh, Gatestone Institute 19/8/2020 

“The [PA] leadership expressed its rejection of what the UAE carried out [peace 
treaty with Israel] as treason against Jerusalem, the Al-Aqsa mosque and the 
Palestinian cause”.   Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, official PA daily, 14/8/2020  
 
“I am from the town of Jaba, I want the townspeople to be happy. Today, they 
are subordinate to the PA, and they want [Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin] 
Netanyahu and no one else. They want an Israeli ID card”. Channel 13 (Israel) 
Algemeiner, 10/6/2020 
 
“It’s a million times more preferable that Israel will be responsible for the area. 
We’re ready to be under the army boots of the Israelis and not the head of Abu 
Mazen”. Channel 13 (Israel) Algemeiner, 10/6/2020 
 
 “I don’t want a state, I want money. Money is preferable to a state. The entire 
Palestinian people want this.”   Channel 13 (Israel) Algemeiner, 10/6/2020 
 
“The PA has plundered and destroyed us”.  
Channel 13 (Israel) Algemeiner, 10/6/2020 

“As far as the Palestinian leadership is concerned, Israel and the US 
administration are now the main enemies of the Palestinians. It is prohibited to 
talk to any Israeli or US official. It has also become taboo for any Palestinian to 
talk about holding meetings with Israeli or US officials. When you radicalize your 
people against Israel and the US in such a way, how can you expect Palestinian 
leaders not to veto meeting with Israelis?”                                                                                                       
Khaled Abu Toameh, Gatestone Institute 8/6/2020  



 "If the [Palestinian] refugees return to their homes [in Israel] as the BDS 
movement calls for, if we bring an end to Israel's apartheid regime and if we end 
the occupation on lands occupied in 1967, including Jerusalem, what will be left 
of the Zionist regime?" 
    "There won't be any Zionist state like the one we speak about [in present-day 
Israel]....The Palestinian minority will become a Palestinian majority in what is 
now called Israel”.  Omar Bargouti, BDS founder, Gazan Voice podcast, 
22/5/2020 (JNS) 

“Racism has been rooted in Arab societies for a very long time…. In addition to 
racism against blacks, there are hundreds of examples in [Arab societies] of 
racism against Asian and African servants and workers”.                                                                                                                    
Ghani Salama, journalist in PA daily Al Ayyam (memri 3/6/2020) 
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“Palestinian ministers live in prosperity and affluence. They own farms and 
castles in Paris…  Israel is a legitimate country”.  Mithal Al-Alusi, former Iraqi 

MP, 21/4/ 2019 interview on Asia TV (Iraq)  

 
“For [Hamas and Islamic Jihad], a ceasefire means further amassing 
weapons and preparing their people for war without worrying about Israeli 
military action. When will the international community pull its head out of 
the sand in which it has so long been buried and understand that with 
organizations such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad running the show, the 
Gaza Strip will remain the humanitarian disaster that is so bitterly blamed 
on Israel?” Khaled Abu Toameh, 7/10/ 2019 (Gatestone Institute) 

 
"If it were the son of one of the Hamas leaders, he wouldn't be thrown out 
in the street with a bullet in his leg. I was told I needed to provide his 
medicine out of my own pocket. If he were the son of one of the Hamas 
higher-ups, the whole world would have given aid. Let the heads of the 
Hamas come and see my son, only yesterday they received the Qatari 
money, and what did they do with it? They split the money among 
themselves. Where am I supposed to get money for medicine from? They 
told my boy to get on the bus and protest, and then they threw him out to 
die."  A Gazan father (Ynet News, 10/3/2019) 

 
“It’s not about borders. It’s about having Jewish neighbours. They do not 
want Jewish neighbours. They will continue to want to kill them. Their goal 
is to wipe Israel off the map and destroy the Jewish people. It’s their 
ideology. A backward, hateful ideology introduced by men who believe in 
flying donkeys.” PLO Rep to the UK (IsraelUnwired, 26/10/2019) 

"There is no recognition [in Palestinian society] of psychological or sexual 
violence. There are assumptions that the husband has sexual rights to the 
wife, and she does not know that there is a concept of 'marital rape.' Her 
body is a right permitted to the man or the husband."                                     
Official PA TV, Gently, 20/11/2019 

“It is actually the Palestinian Authority (PA) that continues to harass, 
intimidate and detain Palestinians for expressing their opinions on social 
media or being affiliated with rival political groups. …. The latest victims of 
the PA's ongoing assault on public freedoms, particularly freedom of 
expression, are Palestinian lawyers, judges, political activists and 
university students”.                                                                                             
Bassam Tawil, Gatestone Institute, 25/22/2019 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Who did they say they were? 

 

“There is no such country [as Palestine]. Palestine is the term the 
Zionists invented! There is no Palestine in the Bible. Our country was for 
centuries part of Syria”. 
Auni Bey Hada, a local Arab leader, to the Peel Commission, March 

1937 (jewishvirtuallibrary) 
 

“There are no differences between Jordanians, Palestinians, Syrians 
and Lebanese. We are all part of one nation. It is only for political 
reasons that we carefully underline our Palestinian identity...yes, the 
existence of a separate Palestinian identity serves only tactical 
purposes. The founding of a Palestinian state is a new tool in the 
continuing battle against Israel”. 

Zuheir Muhsin, late Military Dept leader of PLO and member of its 
Executive Council, Dutch daily Trouw, March 1977 (danielpipes.org) 

 

“The Palestinian people does not exist. The creation of a Palestinian 
state is only a means for continuing our struggle against the state of 
Israel for our Arab unity. In reality, today there is no difference between 
Jordanians, Palestinians, Syrians and Lebanese. Only for political and 
tactical reasons do we speak today about the existence of a Palestinian 
people, since Arab national interests demand that we posit the existence 
of a distinct "Palestinian people" to oppose Zionism”. 
Zuheir Mohsen, leader of the as-Sa'iqa faction of the PLO, 31/3/1977 

in an interview with the Dutch newspaper Trouw 
 

"There is no Palestinian nation. It's a colonial invention... When were 
there any Palestinians? ...until the 19th century Palestine was the south 
of greater Syria”. 
Professor Azmi Bishara, High profile critic of the Israel government, 

Arab former member of Knesset, Israel's Channel 2 TV 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3n5-yG-6dU) 

 

“The Palestinian people have no national identity. I, Yasser Arafat, man of 
destiny, will give them that identity through conflict with Israel”. 

Alan Hart, ‘Arafat, Terrorist or Peace-maker?’, Sedgewick Jackson, 
Ltd, 1984 

 
‘As I lived in Palestine, everyone I knew could trace their heritage back 
to the original country their grandparents came from….I grew up well 
knowing that history of today’s Palestinians as being from Yemen, Saudi 
Arabia, Morocco, Christians from Greece, Muslim Sherkas from Russia, 
Muslims from Bosnia, and the Jordanians next door’. 
Walid Shoebat, ex-Palestinian, www.peacefaq.com/christians.html 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3n5-yG-6dU)
http://www.peacefaq.com/christians.html


 
Who do they now say they are? 

 

“We know that some of those who live in our villages are Jews who 
converted to Islam after the Muslim conquests beginning in the 
7th century, and most of us are the descendants of foreign workers who 
came to British Mandate of Palestine from the various Arab countries in 
the wake of the Zionist enterprise. By trying to trace our "ancestry" to the 
Canaanites, we lie to ourselves and demonstrate our silliness and self- 
deception to the world. And when we try to claim that Jesus was a 
Palestinian, we make ourselves an international laughing stock”. 

Bassam Tawil, 31/10/2015. Gatestoneinstitute.org 
 

“We Palestinians have failed to educate our people on the principles of 
tolerance and peace. Instead, we condone and applaud terrorism, 
especially when it is directed against Jews. We want the world to 
condemn terrorism only when it claims the lives of Palestinians .... The 
wall-to-wall Israeli condemnation of this crime has left me and other 
Palestinians not only ashamed, but also embarrassed -- because this is 
not how we Palestinians have been reacting to terror attacks against 
Jews -- even the despicable murder of Jewish children”. 

Bassam Tawil , www.Gatestoneinstitute.org, 4/8/2015 
 

“I come to speak on behalf of the Palestinian people… It is time for the 
Palestinian people to gain their freedom and independence”. 

Mahmoud Abbas, at UN General Assembly, 23/9/2012 
 
“Allah be praised, we all have Arab roots, and every Palestinian, in Gaza 
and throughout Palestine, can prove his Arab roots - whether from Saudi 
Arabia, from Yemen, or anywhere. Brothers, half of the Palestinians 
are Egyptians and the other half are Saudis. Who are the 
Palestinians? We have many families called Al-Masri, whose roots are 
Egyptian. Egyptian! They may be from Alexandria, from Cairo, from 
Dumietta, from the North, from Aswan, from Upper Egypt. We are 
Egyptians. We are Arabs. We are Muslims. We are a part of you”. 

Fathi Hammad, Hamas Minister of the Interior and of National 
Security, (memri 23/12/2013) 

 

Israel’s Bedouin are “Descendants of nomadic tribes who migrated to 
the region in the 19th and 20th centuries”. 

Ishmael Khaldi, Bedouin, Counsellor for Civil Society Affairs, 
Embassy of Israel, London, blog 18/10/2013 

 

 
 
 

http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/


 
 
"I don't think it would be wrong to say that we were enthusiastic 
supporters of Germany" [in World War II]. 
Farouq Qaddoumi, former PLO political bureau head, Russia Today 

TV, 7/12/2013 (memri) 
 

Israel’s Bedouin are “Descendants of nomadic tribes who migrated to 
the region in the 19th and 20th centuries”. 

Ishmael Khaldi, Bedouin, Counsellor for Civil Society Affairs, 
Embassy of Israel, London, blog 18/10/2013 

 
"I don't think it would be wrong to say that we were enthusiastic 
supporters of Germany" [in World War II]. 

Farouq Qaddoumi, former PLO political bureau head, Russia 
Today TV, 7/12/2013 (memri) 

 
Mahmoud Abbas, the man who is on the 12th year of a 4-year mandate 

as President of the Palestinian Authority, gets away with lies, lies and 

more lies, and the world's only response is to nod and smile". 

Fred Maroun, Canandian writer of Lebanese origin, in a speech to 
the UN (Jerusalemonline, 25/6/2016) 

 

"A society whose leaders campaign for a convicted terrorist to be given 

the Nobel Prize, a society that teaches its children hatred and violence 

as part of its standard curriculum, a society that unabashedly teaches 

antisemitism through all means available, a society that puts suicide 

belts on children during political celebrations, a society that honours, 

glorifies and funds terrorists, a society that uses a hateful version of 

religion to poison the minds of its children, a society that engages in 

widespread jubilation when Jews are victims of terrorist attacks, is not a 

healthy society that can develop peace of any kind.... 

Teach the Palestinians the values that bring peace (acceptance of 

differences, religious tolerance, and non-violent conflict resolution) rather 

than the lies that bring hate. Stop the anti-Israel incitement and maybe in 

a generation or two, the Palestinians will be ready for peace. These are 

the values taught all over the liberal democratic world, including Israel, 

but somehow, when it comes to Arabs, all expectations of socialized 

behaviour are thrown out the window". 

Fred Maroun, Canadian writer of Lebanese origin, (Gatestone 

Institute, 30/4/2016) 


